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‘Possibly a Love Story’
by Olivia Fane
Olivia Fane’s entertaining and insightful new novel tells the story of
Laura Glass, her husband Hugo - and the lovers who come to stay.
Laura Glass’s life seems perfect. She’s beautiful, wealthy, her husband
loves her and their teenage kids Leo and Jemima are at good schools.
Then one day Laura’s happiness is shattered when she sees her husband
kissing a young woman in a doorway. Some of Laura’s friends tell her to
divorce him; others say ignore it. Instead Laura goes off on an adventure
of her own with the beautiful young Jed. On their return, seeing that her
husband is still continuing his affair, she invites his lover to live in their
home. And Jed too, just, for good measure.
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Quite the opposite of a morality tale, POSSIBLY A LOVE STORY is a
viciously funny satire on the middle classes and middle-class values, but
with a huge heart.
‘Her work … has an almost dreamlike clarity’
Charles Moore, The Telegraph
•
•
•
•

Women’s fiction that can be an enjoyable beach read or intelligent
satire on modern relationships
Fourth novel by very promotable Olivia Fane writing about a
topic that is close to her own well-publicised experience.
Olivia’s most recent non-fiction book Conversations has raised
her profile.
Media coverage already in place in Daily Mail and a documentary
on infidelity

About the author
Olivia Fane has endured one divorce, married two husbands, been
awarded three M.A.s in Classics, Social Work and Theology, written five
novels, and given birth to five sons. She lives in Sussex. For Arcadia
Books she is the author of GOD’S APOLOGY, THE GLORIOUS
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JOSIAH (9781906413798).
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